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ABSTRACT

The quantum N • 2 Einstein supergravity action is constructed by

requiring the BRS symmetry. This latter Is derived by the use of the
distorted horizontslity conditions in the curved N » 2 harmonic superspace.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The recently proposed technics of harmonic guperspace has emerged as
a power tool for the adequate formulation of both N » 2, d » 4 and N « 4,

d » 2 supersymnetric theories f1.2]. By the use of these technics, a

geometric unconstrained formulation and a BRS quantization of the N - 2

supersymmetric theory have been established [3,4]. Moreover, the gauge group

and the off-shell unconstrained prepotentials for confornal and Einstein

supergravity in N - 2, d - 4 and N - 4, d - 2 curved harmonic superspaces,

which are based on the fundamental concept of the Grassnann analytlcity, have

been constructed [5,6].

On the other hand, the BRS symmetry (7,8) is the appropriate tool to

seek after the symmetries of gauge theories In flat and curved spaces and

more precisely in supergravity theories 19]. Furthermore, the BRS symmetry

which has been determined in a few cases namely in gravity [10], four

dimensional N - 1 supergravity (11] and superconformal theories (12],

simplifies greatly the construction of the quantum actions and avoids the

ambiguities of the Faddeev-Popov method. However, the BRS operators are

deduced from geometrical principles by requiring that the field strengths

are physical and the fiianchl Identities are unchanged [13,11]. This offers

the possibility of studying and classifying tha gravitational anomalies [13).

We develop in this paper the BRS formalism of the N - 2, d - 4 Einstein

supergravity by extending the N - 2 curved harmonic superspace. We use the

distorted horizontality conditions introduced In Refs.9 and 11 In order to

obtain the BRS transformations of the vlelbeins and connection «uperfields.

These transformations allow us to construct the quantum N • 2 Einstein super-

gravity action.

The paper Is organized as follow*. In Sac.2 wa gl«* tha exterior

derivative, the one and two' forms on tha curved N " 2 analytic superspace.

Then we recall the gauge symmetries of the vlelbeins and spin connections.

In Sec.3 we extend the N - 2 curved analytic niperspace by only one Grassmaim

unphysical co-ordinate and we have associated to the spin connection u

a Lorents ghost superfield c and Introduced a vector ghost superfield

tM (M - ft,tit) for the local diffeomorphian; The BUS transformations are

derived for the gauge superflelds of local dlffeoaorphlsm and local Internal

Lorentz symmetry, and for the ghost superflelds by using the distorted

horizontality conditions and keeping the same Blanchi Identities as those

of the non-extended N • 2 curved analytic superspace. Furthermore, the BRS

transformations of the vlelbeins of the harmonic covarlant derivatives S)*

are obtained otherwise by making a particular gauge transformation on the

extended N » 2 curved analytic superspace. In Sec.4 we construct the quantum

N - 2 Einstein supergravity action containing the gauge fixed and ghost terns.

Finally, in Sec.5 we give our conclusion.
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2. CURVED N - 1 AHALYTIC SUPERSPACE GAUGE SYMMETRIES

In t M « section we formulate the exterior and covarlant derivatives

of curved N - 2 harmonic superspace. Then we give the basic one-forms

(vielbein, connection) and two forms (torsion, curvature) in order to construct

by the following the BRS transfonutions of four dimensional N • 2 Einstein

supergravlty . Before that we start by recalling that N - 2 Einstein super-

gravity has been formulated recently in the harmonic superspace [1]:

{ ^ }{zH

i - 1.2
(2.1)

which is known as the central basis (CB) and where the space-time co-ordinate

x corresponds to the central charge [14).

The general co-ordinate transformation group acting in the CB reads

as

T " ( Z )

( 2. 2 )

£ - m,5

These transformations can be generalized to the curved analytic superspace,

where the analytic representation of superfields becomes obvious

(2.3)

with

x« - «• + vfi(Z.O)

ejj*
(2.4)

and with v( Z,U) the bridges from CB to the analytic basis (AB) (2.3). The

general co-ordinate transformation group preserving the analyticity structure

of the analytic subspace (z , U*. x ) and acting on the AB are given by

(2-5)

•J-
Furthermore, in curved superspace geometry, the principal superfields

are the vlelbein E: and the Lorentz connection in one-form superfields.

-3-

The connection u which is the gauge superfleld of the local Lorentz trans-

formations and with values in the Lie algebra of the Lorentz group can be

written as

where A,B are the tangent superspace indices with vectorial (a.b,...) and

spinorial (a,6....) values. The vielbein t which is a basis of cotangent

superspace corresponds to the gauge superfleld of the local co-ordinate

transformations acting on the world indices, with

How, let us define the exterior derivative of the AS by

d - dx? 3A +
AD

The covariant derivatives are then given by

4

(2.6)

(2.7)

with

and

(2.8)

'a 5" 3

where the only remaining vielbein in la .+«- which means that

- transforms homogeneously and is In agreement with the analyticity

condition [5]. Horeover.the covarlant derivative with respect to the central

charge co-ordinate is taken as

since the parameters of general co-ordinate transformations and local Lorentz

gauge groups are Independent of i,.
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In addition, the superfield strengths corresponding to the gauge super-

fields t and w are the torsion and curvature 2-forms, respectively

and

T* - dE* + uE*

R • du + UIID

(2.10)

Finally, under general co-ordinate transfomations and local Lorentz
u

gauge groups tha vlelbein E. and dv, transform as

and (2.11)

' "V + V <-D"

On the other hand, tha harmonic covariant derivatives which are simply

3U

au

-i
au (2.12)

aiT
1

In the CB become In the AB

ct>" - a "

& - IS)""" . S>"1
(2.13)

where

a" - + •"** aj
(2.14)

One notes that the derivative §) keeps its flat space form in the AB namely

(2.15)

In order to remain the 11(1) charge counting operator.

The vielbeins H** proceeding fro» the co-ordinate transformations

(2.2) and (2.4) transform under the gauge groups as follows:

«H±i S)1 (2.16)

with \ . XK3U

As we have seen the classical N - 2 Einstein supergravity makes

essential use of two Local sytwetry groupt: th« Internal Lorentz group and
the external group of general co-ordinate transformations. In what follows

we apply the method of gauging the internal and non-internal groups 19.111

to the underlying theory and derive the appropriate BRS equations. Such a

possibility of determining the action of the BRS symmetry allows one to build

N » 2 Einstein supergravity quantum action and provides by the end a

starting point for studying the anonalies which can occur in theories coupled

to N • 2 Einstein supergravity.

3. DIFFEOMORPHISM AND BRS SYMMETRY

Following the recipe of super Yang-Hills [4], gravity and N • 1 super-

gravity [10,15] we develop the procedure which determines in a compact way

the BRS transformation laws for the principal suoerflelds of N • 2 Einstein

supergravity. However, we start by the extension of tha curved N « 2 analytic

superspace by only one Grassmann co-ordinate n

t »5 i n) (3.1)

where the extended exterior derivative is given by

T - d + dn 9

- d + s (3.2)

As we have pointed out the K - 2 Einstein eupertravity le Invariant under

both Internal local Lorentz* symmetry with gauge euperfield w and external

general co-ordinate symmetryt diffeomorphisa. In this way m associate to

the spin connection ut the Lorentz ghost c and tha generalised apln

connection on (3.1) becomes

ui " u + dn u
1

• ut t

M

In addition, we introduce a vector ghost superfield ( for local

diffeonorphisn and the fundamental action of a vector superfield (.

exterior forms is the contraction i, L9.11] such that

(3.3)

(3.4)

!,.(•>
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where * Is any scalar function. The operators s, d and i^ generate

a graded algebra. The Lie derivative along £M in the curved analytic super-

space is defined as

. . ,. (3-5)

Furthermore, the extended one-form vielbein, torsion and curvature two forms

are given by

E*

and

du
(3.6)

Higher covarlant differentiations of the two forms "T and R (2.10) lead

to the following Blanchl Identities

(3.7)

(3.8)

which can be rewritten in the extended curved analytic superspace as

These are obtained by using the consistency requirements

T* - (explc) T*

(3.11)

which are compatible with the Bianchi identities.

The expansion of the Eqs.(3.11) namely

T* » dE?* + u>E* - T* + i.T* + i ifirT*

R - "aw + SU - R + 1£R + ~ i ^ R

lead at ghost number one to the BRS transformations of the superfields

and ui by using (3.2-6) and (3.9)

(3.12)

with

sui • L^u * dc - we - cm

C • C - 1,(0

(3.13)

(3.14)

Again at ghost number two one obtains the BRS transformations of the ghost

superfields

(3.15)

sc • L,c - cc

where we have used the relation [9b]

sd + ds

which means that d - 0.

(3.9)

The dependence of the BRS operator s in C may allow us to recover

the variation under diffeomorphlsms which is given by the Lie derivative

L . Therefore, it is natural to split s into two parts

a - s + L ; <3.10)

signifying that s can be expressed without any explicit dependence on £.

This fact will indicate the well-known decoupling of the diffeomorphism

from the internal local Lorentz symmetry [11]. However, these properties

are enforced by the following modified horizontal!ty conditions

(3.16)

and g O ) and g(<p) the gradings of • and <f respectively.

On the other hand, the BRS transformations for the anti-ghost super-

fields c and iH are simply determined by

sc - B
(3.17)

where B and bH are the auxiliary superfields tuch that
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sB - 0

«bM - O

(3.18)

Note that, after some rearrangement, the gauge transformations (2.11) are

reproduced froa the BUS transformations (3.13) by changing all ghost

superflelds by local superparaaeters. What remains is the BRS transformations

of the vielbeins H . These can be obtained by making a particular external

general co-ordinate gauge transformation on the extended curved analytic

•uperapace (3.1) aa In ordinary gravity [9,10]

with

The variation with respect to n leads to the BRS transformations

(3.19)

(3.20)

•n±t (3.21)

but the variation with respect to n corresponds to the anti-BRS trans-

formations and which can be recovered for the other superfields by substituting

s by s + s, c by c + c and ( by i + I . This fact is related to the

introduction of only one co-ordinate n for simplicity of notation.

In a final step of this section we analyse the constraints imposed

on all the covariant derivatives and their consequences on the BRS transforming

of all the vlelbeins and spin connections. Indeed, the first class of

constraints imposed on the harmonic covariant derivatives connecting H

and H" are given by

[5D° , S)**) -

t3>° . 3)"J -
The constraint (3.22a) leads to

rfj n dJ n

which is equivalent to

(a)

(b)

(c)

(3.22)

> (3.23)

-9-

(3.24)

The other constraints (3.22«,b) which are obvious In the central basis are

satisfied in the analytic one and means that £ * * and oD~~ carry

definite U(l) charge. Moreover, if we assume that th« operator s conmites

with all the harmonic derivatives in the CB and if we apply a on Eq.(3.24)

one obtains

- 0 (a)

(b) (3.25)

These equations which mix the auparfleld ghosts of dlffeomorphism are not

homogeneous. This fact makes the solutions of these equations not obvious.

Furthermore, the second class of constraints of the covarlant derivatives

are:

4),J 0

0

<«>

M

(3.26)

By using (2.7), (2.8) and (2.13) the constraints (3.26a.b) tall us that

and

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(d)

T



which m a n s that the spin connections u and (*» are covariantly constant
a a ^ ^ ++Q+

with respect to the harmonic derivatives and the vielbeins H , H are

analytic. Finally, the constraint (3.26c) gives

la)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(3.29)

As is pointed out In Ref.5 the vielbeln H can be gauged away by the choice

H++U- . eP+ (3.30)

Consequently the vlelbaln Eg*1" becomes covariantly Independent of the harmonic

variables

- 0
(3.31)

and the constraint (3.29c) becoaes

C\++ _-u- _+IJ-

This fact allows us to nake the convenient choice

(3.32)

(3.33)

which ve maintain In - the tinder of this work.

When applying the BRS transformation on both hand sides of (3.27a)

one deduces the following constraint on the BUS transformation of the spin

connection component ui

*U K* V " -df <•»* (3.34)

This constraint shows that Su>a and consequently the superfield ghosts are

not covariantly constant with respect to the harmonic derivatives. Similar

constraint can also be obtained for the spin connection component w- .

Moreover, the analyticity conditions (3.28b-d) of the vielbein component H

lead to

-11-

-(s

(3.35)

meaning that the BRS transformations of the vielbein components H are

not analytic. Then the BRS transformation of H++iJ~ with the choice (3.30)

allows us to fix the ghost superfield by the relation

& - 0

which implies

(3.36)

Further constraints like (3.27-29) can alto be obtained for the vielbein

components H by using the constraint of tb* cov*rl*nt Haraonlc derivative

sr •
Finally, after having determined the BRS symmetry of all the super-

fields and connections let us now turn to the construction of the quantum

N • 2 Einstein supergravlty Lagranglan. This will be the subject of the next

section.

4. QUANTUM LACRANGIAN OF N - 2 EINSTEIN SUFERGMVITY

Before the construction of the quantui Lagrantian, let us recall the

Invariant action of the off-shell version of th* K • 2 Blnateln superjravity

as given in Ref.5 by

rN-2
1SG du H " 5 (4.1)

where K is the dimensional coupling constant and

which compensates the transformations of the volum element

.-1

is the needed density

'A a

and

dU.

As is pointed out In Ref.5 the density E * depends only on H

H~~|1+ but not on H~ . The quantum action can be constructed according to

the prescription worked out for ordinary gravity {10] and N • 1 supergravlty

(11). Indeed, a convenient choice for fixing the gauge of the external co-

ordinate transformation - diffeormophisa - is given by

-12-



,N-2 ^ J
.••J V--

„--. ,-,-a
(4.2)

Moreover, to fix the gauge of Lorentz rotations and obtain eventually the

Faddeev-Popov ghost terms one chooses

N-2 . i_ | A A d*e+ d \ du E"1 {*(.% H ^ H"a£fHii"N

(4.3)

Note that in (4.2) and (4.3) ve have written just the necessary terms leading

to the gauge-fixing and ghost kinetic terms. However, other interacting

terms with suitable Bass dimensions, Uc(l) and ghost charges are possible.

Furthermore, by using the s definition on all superfields In

Eqs.(4.2-3) and eliminating the auxiliary superfields through their algebraic

equations of witions, one finds

and
r"VlB (4-4)

H m V*Va

+ ...

3NCA
(4.5)

-13-
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Since the BRS transformations are equivalent to particular external and

Lorentz transformations, we have assumed that the volume element is also

Invariant under the BRS transformation. Such a procedure produces

automatically the various gauge-fixing and Faddeev-Popov ghost terms for N - 2

Einstein quantum supergravlty. On the other hand, one can verify up to this

point that the gauge fixing and ghost terms (4.4) and (4.5) respectively

reproduce the desired component actions. Indeed if one expands the super-

fields H " , H + + M +, etc. in terms of 6 variables without using the Wess-

Zumino gauge one obtains for instance the following gravlton and gravitlno

gauge-fixing terms, which can be deduced from

Jr J *
r ••"-

ab

(4.6)

where n is the Hlnkowski metrics. One notes that the quadratic part of

• Involving only one derivative is the gauge-fixing term of the Rarita-

Schwlnger as for N » 1 supergravlty [11].

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have established the BRS symmetry of the vlelbelns

and spin connections of the N • 2 Einstein tuparfravlty by using the extension

of the N • 2 curved harmonic superapace. The derivation of BRS transformations

was necessarily based on tha distorted horlcontality conditions Introduced

in Refs.9 and 11 in order to keep valid all the Bianchi-identities in tha

extended curved superspace. This fact guarantees alto the nilpottncy of

the BRS operator and the decoupling of the dlffaemorphlsa . from the Internal

local Lorentz symetry. Moreover, tha BSS transformations of the anti-ghost

superfields are determined by the Introduction of Lorentt and dlffeomorphlsm

auxiliary superfields, necessary to obtain ghost number conserving quantities.

On the other hand, the BRS transformations of tha vielbelns H** are deduced

from a particular general co-ordinate transformation on the extended curved

N • 2 harmonic superspace. Furthermore, we have also obtained constraints

on the BRS transforming of the vlelbein and conenctlons from that Imposed on

the covariant derivatives. Then we have constructed the quantum Lagranglan

-14-
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of theN - 2 Einstein supergravity by adding a BRS variation of some suitable

function of vlelbeins, connection and ghost superfields. Finally, one notes

that this forMllw provide* a starting point for studying the anomalies

which can occur in confonal supergravity theories with matter couplings 116].
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